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Generalized regression (GREG) estimators are often used for the estimation of totals for
population subgroups or domains. The availability of powerful auxiliary information is crucial
to efficient estimation. If the auxiliary data are available at the unit level, the family of
generalized linear mixed models offers a flexible modelling framework. Model choice then
depends on the type of study variable and the way to account for the possible domain
differences. Main options for the assisting model in GREG are a fixed-effects model
formulation and a mixed model formulation. In an empirical comparison of these approaches
to the estimation of domain totals under unequal probability sampling, it appears that a mixed
model formulation can outperform the fixed-effects model formulation. Results are based on
design-based Monte Carlo simulation experiments, where repeated probability proportional-
to-size samples were drawn from an artificially generated finite population.
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1. Introduction

An interesting excursion by Daniel Thorburn into the world of design-based calibration

and model-assisted estimation is represented by his 2005 Survey Methodology paper “An

optimal calibration distance leading to the optimal regression estimator” with Per Gösta

Andersson (Thorburn and Andersson 2005). The title already exists in the list of papers

written by participants in Moderna statistiska undersökningsmetoder – ett nätverk. In the

paper the authors introduce an optimal calibration estimator and show that with a suitable

structure of the population, choice of sampling design and specification of the assisting

model, the optimal calibration estimator can outperform the standard generalized

regression (GREG) estimator (Särndal, Swensson, and Wretman 1992), which is assisted

by a fixed-effects linear model. The calibration estimator of Thorburn and Andersson

(2005) is of a model-free type (see Särndal 2007) and is related to the optimal estimator of

Montanari (1987) and the optimal regression estimator of Berger, Tirari, and Tillé (2003).

Inspired by Thorburn and Andersson (2005), I will discuss and demonstrate in this short

note the importance of the choice of the assisting model for GREG estimation.

There are several important factors regarding the choice of the assisting model. With

respect to the sampling design, two cases can be separated: (i) equal probability sampling,

where model choice can be examined in a “clean” situation (because the design weights

are equal and the sampling design does not play a role), and (ii) unequal probability

sampling, where an extra complexity appears because the sampling design does play
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a role: the unequal design weights enter the scene, and an option is offered to include the

sampling design variables in the assisting model. Case (i) is discussed for example in

Lehtonen, Särndal, and Veijanen (2003, 2005). Case (ii) is treated in Lehtonen, Myrskylä,

Särndal, and Veijanen (2007) and Lehtonen and Veijanen (2009), and also is the setting

adopted in Thorburn and Andersson (2005). I will concentrate on (ii) because it obviously

is more challenging and of greater practical relevance.

The question of model choice is discussed here in the context of the estimation for

population subgroups or domains and small areas. Two different domain structures are

possible: a planned domains structure, where the domains constitute the strata in the

sampling design, and an unplanned domains structure, where the domains are not related

to the sampling design (Lehtonen and Veijanen 2009). In the planned domains case,

design-based domain estimators of direct type are usually used, for example a Horvitz-

Thompson estimator or a GREG estimator specified separately for each domain (stratum).

For unplanned domains, indirect design-based GREG or model-based synthetic or EBLUP

(Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Predictor) estimation is often more appropriate (with

reference to small area estimation, see Rao 2003 and Jiang and Lahiri 2006). The

unplanned domains case, often met with in practice, is considered in this paper.

GREG estimators are constructed to be design consistent and, preferably, nearly design

unbiased at least in domains with medium-sized samples (an estimator is nearly design

unbiased if its bias ratio – bias divided by standard deviation – approaches zero with order

O(n 21/2) when the total sample size n tends to infinity; see Estevao and Särndal 2004). For a

nearly design unbiased estimator, the design bias is, undermild conditions, an asymptotically

insignificant contribution to the estimator’s mean squared error (Särndal 2007, p. 99). This

property is independent of the choice of assisting model. If the model fits well for all

domains, good accuracy (small variance) can be obtained. But the variance of the GREG

estimator can become large in domains where the sample size is small. Typically, model-

assisted estimators are used for major or not-so-small domains and model-based estimators

such as EBLUP are used for small domains where model-assisted estimators can fail.

In GREG estimation for domains, study variables of different types can appear

(continuous, polytomous, binary, count), and the corresponding assisting model

formulation varies accordingly (linear, logistic, Poisson). Typically, the models are

members of the family of generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs). I call “extended

GREG family” the GREG estimators that use GLMMs as assisting models.

In the parametrization of the assisting model for an extended GREG family estimator,

an important issue is how to account for the possible domain differences for accurate

domain estimation. Basically, domain differences can be accounted for either with a fixed-

effects or a mixed model specification. A fixed-effects model is usually a default in GREG

estimation. It is of some interest to compare the fixed-effects model formulation with

mixed modelling. We ask: is it possible in GREG-based domain estimation to gain in

accuracy with mixed model specification? A comparison between fixed-effects modelling

and mixed modelling is carried out in Section 3, under a linear modelling framework for a

continuous study variable.

Design-based estimators are usually constructed so that the properties of the sampling

design, such as stratification and unequal inclusion probabilities, are accounted for. For

example, it is customary that design weights are incorporated in a design-based estimation
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procedure, also including the estimation of parameters of the assisting model of a GREG

family estimator. This facilitates the condition of “internal bias calibration”, that is, a

proper combination of model formulation and estimation procedure under a given

sampling design, proposed for example by Firth and Bennett (1998). In addition, for better

accuracy it is sometimes helpful to incorporate some of the sampling design variables into

the assisting model. This strategy involves a “double-use” (Särndal 1996) of the auxiliary

information, that is, involves using it both in the sampling design and in the estimation

design. This will be illustrated in Section 3.

A number of assumptions are made concerning the auxiliary data. I will assume that the

auxiliary data are available at the unit level and the auxiliary data and the sample survey

data can be merged at the unit level by using unique element identification keys. This is a

reasonable assumption and is valid for data infrastructures of official statistics for example

in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden. This assumption is increasingly applied in

official statistics, notably in the Baltic countries and elsewhere within the EU.

Statistical properties (design bias and accuracy) of selected members of the extended

GREG family estimators are examined empirically by Monte Carlo simulation

experiments. The materials for this paper come from various sources, including Lehtonen

and Veijanen (1999, 2009), Lehtonen, Myrskylä, Särndal, and Veijanen (2007) and

Lehtonen, Särndal, and Veijanen (2003, 2005).

The paper is structured as follows. The estimators for domains and the modelling

framework are introduced in Section 2. A computational example for GREG family

estimators is given in Section 3. Some concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2. Estimators for Domain Totals and Modelling Framework

Access to powerful auxiliary information is essential for accurate domain estimation. In

standard GREG estimation with a linear fixed-effects model, aggregate level auxiliary data

can be used, such as auxiliary variable totals that might be available at the domain level. In

a more general setting with GLMM type assisting models, access to unit-level auxiliary

data is often required. Let us assume that the values xjk; j ¼ 1; : : : ; J, of auxiliary

x-variables are known for every unit k [ U, where U is the N element population of

interest. For domain estimation, the population is subdivided into D nonoverlapping

domains Ud. We assume that domain membership Idk (Idk ¼ 1; k [ Ud, 0 otherwise) is

known for all k [ U and thus, domain sizes Nd are also known. A sample s of size n

is drawn from U by a specified (unequal probability) sampling design with inclusion

probabilities pk, yielding the domain samples sd ¼ s > Ud. In the setting discussed here,

the sample sizes nsd
are considered random. The values yk, k [ sd, d ¼ 1; : : : ;D, of our

study variable y are measured for the sample elements.

The domain totals to be estimated are td ¼
P

k[Ud
yk; d ¼ 1; : : : ;D. The extended

GREG family estimator of domain total td is of the form

t̂dGREG ¼
X
k[Ud

ŷk þ
X
k[sd

akð yk 2 ŷkÞ; d ¼ 1; : : : ;D; ð1Þ

where ak ¼ 1=pk are design weights, and ŷk are fitted values generated by the

model selected from the GLMM family. The predictions ŷk differ from one model
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specification to another. Note that the predictions are calculated for every population

element k [ U. The latter component in (1), a Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the residual

total, aims at correcting for the bias of the synthetic part
P

k[Ud
ŷk.

A fixed-effects linear model is often used as an assisting model for a GREG estimator

(1); this is the case for example in Särndal, Swensson, and Wretman (1992) and Thorburn

and Andersson (2005). It is a reasonable choice for a continuous study variable. For a

binary or polytomous variable, a logistic model formulation might be more reasonable.

A Poisson regression model might be chosen for a count variable. A flexible modelling

approach, based on generalized linear (mixed) models, thus might be attractive at least

from a modeller’s point of view.

For binary or polytomous variables, Lehtonen and Veijanen (1998) introduced GREG

estimators assisted by logistic and multinomial logistic models. Further, Myrskylä (2007)

investigated variance estimation for a logistic GREG estimator for domains. In these

cases, the assisting models were of fixed-effects type, and the possible domain differences

were accounted for by introducing domain-specific fixed effects in the model. Mixed

models offer an alternative to fixed-effects models. By introducing suitable random

components into the model, flexible accounting for the domain differences is allowed.

Lehtonen and Veijanen (1999) developed GREG estimators for domains assisted by linear

mixed models (see also Goldstein 2003, p. 165). Lehtonen Särndal, and Veijanen (2003,

2005) investigated GREG estimators assisted by linear and logistic mixed models. Torabi

and Rao (2008) compared the MSE behaviour of a linear mixed-model assisted GREG

estimator with an EBLUP type estimator. Särndal (2007) discusses the theoretical

motivation and practical advantages vs. disadvantages of nonlinear GREG estimators with

respect to the standard GREG that is assisted by a linear fixed effects model. He concludes

that more research is needed to better motivate using the nonlinear GREG’s for practical

purposes, for example in routine official statistics production.

The extended GREG family of domain estimators sketched above comprises GREG-

type estimators where the assisting model is a member of the family of generalized linear

mixed models (GLMM; see e.g., Breslow and Clayton 1993; McCulloch and Searle 2001).

The family thus covers a variety of recently developed GREG-type estimators that are

assisted by linear and logistic fixed-effects and mixed models.

A generalized linear model can be defined in terms of link function, linear predictor and

response distribution for Yk from the exponential family of distributions. Let us consider a

generalized linear model,

EmðYkÞ ¼ gðxk;bÞ; ð2Þ

for a given link function g(·;b), where xk is a known vector value for every k [ U, b is

a vector of fixed effects requiring estimation and Em refers to the expectation under the

model. Examples of link functions are a linear (identity) function, a logistic function and a

logarithmic function. The fit of Model (2) to the sample data yields the estimate B̂ of B,

a finite population counterpart of superpopulation parameter b. Using the estimated

parameter vector B̂, the vector value xk and the domain membership Idk, we compute the

predicted value ŷk ¼ gðxk; B̂Þ for every k [ U, which is possible under our assumptions.
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For a generalized linear mixed model involving random effects in addition to the fixed

effects, the model specification is

EmðYkjudÞ ¼ g x
0

kðbþ udÞ
� �

; ð3Þ

where ud; d ¼ 1; : : : ;D, is a vector of random effects defined at the domain level. Using

the estimated parameters, predicted values ŷk ¼ g x
0

kðB̂þ ûdÞ
� �

are computed for all

k [ U.

Special cases of Models (2) and (3) are the following.

(a) Fixed-effects model with common intercept and common slopes, with xk ¼

ð1; x1k; : : : ; xJkÞ
0 and b ¼ ðb0;b1; : : : ;bJÞ

0. Here both intercept and slopes are

common to all domains, and all effects are of fixed type.

(b) Fixed-effects model with separate intercepts and common slopes, with

xk ¼ ðI1k; : : : ; Idk; : : : ; IDk; x1k; : : : ; xJkÞ
0 and b ¼ ðb01; : : : ;b0d; : : : ;b0D;

b1; : : : ;bJÞ
0, where Idk ¼ 1 if k [ Ud and Idk ¼ 0 if k � Ud. Here slopes are

common to all domains but intercepts are domain specific, and all effects are of

fixed type.

(c) Mixed model with random intercepts in addition to the common fixed effects, with

xk ¼ ð1; x1k; : : : ; xJkÞ
0 and bþ ud ¼ ðb0 þ ud;b1; : : : ;bJÞ

0. The model contains

domain-specific random intercepts, and the common slopes are fixed effects.

Specification (a) involves no accounting for domain differences. In (b), domain

differences are accounted for by introducing domain-specific intercepts as fixed effects.

In (c), differences are allowed by the domain-specific random intercepts.

Let us consider Model (3) in the linear assisting model case. We are interested in model

specification for an indirect domain estimator that allows accounting for the possible

domain differences (an indirect domain estimator uses values of the variable of interest

from a domain and/or time period other than the domain and time period of interest; see

Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology 1993). The model specification of a linear

mixed model is

EmðYkjudÞ ¼ x
0

kðbþ udÞ ¼ ðb0 þ u0dÞ þ ðb1 þ u1dÞ x1k þ · · ·þ ðbJ þ uJdÞ xJk; ð4Þ

where ud ¼ ðu0d; u1d; : : : ; uJdÞ
0 is a vector of random effects defined at the domain level.

The random effects are assumed to have common distribution. The random components

of ud represent deviations from the corresponding coefficients of the fixed-effects part of

the model.

In practice, not all components in (4) are treated as random; for some j, ujd ¼ 0 for

every d. A simple example is a model that includes domain-specific random intercepts

u0d as the only random term. The model formulation is:

EmðYkjudÞ ¼ ðb0 þ u0dÞ þ b1x1k þ · · ·þ bJxJk: ð5Þ

If all components of ud are set to zero, a fixed-effects model is attained:

EmðYkÞ ¼ b0 þ b1x1k þ · · ·þ bJxJk: ð6Þ
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The mixed model is usually estimated by using ML and REML methods (see e.g.,

McCulloch and Searle 2001; Goldstein 2003), which are appropriate under equal

probability sampling designs. Under unequal probability sampling, however, it would be

more appropriate to incorporate the design weights into the estimation procedure (this

will be demonstrated in Section 3). Using the estimated parameters, predicted values

ŷk ¼ x
0

kðB̂þ ûdÞ are computed for all k [ U. Obviously, with all the types of assistingmodels

discussed here, the resulting GREG estimators (1) of domain totals are of indirect type.

3. Computational Example of GREG Estimation Under Unequal Probability

Sampling

We compare empirically the accuracy of GREG estimators of domain totals of a

continuous y-variable for different linear assisting models (fixed-effects, mixed), under

unequal probability sampling. The question of interest is the following: is it possible to

gain in accuracy with mixed model specification in GREG-based domain estimation, as

compared with a fixed-effects model formulation?

Results are based on design-based Monte Carlo simulation experiments, where repeated

probability proportional-to-size samples (pPS design) were drawn from an artificially

generated fixed and finite population. The pPS inclusion probabilities were

pk ¼ nx1k=
P

k[U x1k. The weights ak ¼ 1=pk varied between 54.5 and 599.8. Unit-

level auxiliary data were used.

In the Monte Carlo experiment, for an estimate t̂dðsvÞ obtained for sample

sv; v ¼ 1; 2; : : : ;K, we computed for each domain Ud the absolute relative bias (ARB;

defined as the ratio of the absolute value of bias to the true value), given by

ð1=KÞ
PK

v¼1 t̂dðsvÞ2 td

�� ��=td, and relative root mean squared error (RRMSE), defined as the

ratio of the root MSE to the true value, given by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1=KÞ

PK
v¼1ðt̂dðsvÞ2 tdÞ

2

q
=td.

There were D ¼ 100 domains in the population. The size of domain Ud was

proportional to exp (qd), where qd was simulated from U(0,2.9). There were 47 domains

with minor sample sizes, 19 domains with medium sample sizes and 34 domains with

major sample sizes. These three size classes were defined on the basis of expected sample

size nðtdx1=tx1 Þ in domain Ud, where x1 is the size variable used in pPS sampling. The

domain size classes were: less than 70, 70–119 and 120 or more units, respectively. The

smallest domain of the generated population had 1,721 units and the largest had 28,614.

The auxiliary variable x1 was simulated from uniform distribution U(1,11). Another

auxiliary variable x2, unrelated to the sampling design, was simulated from U(25,5). The

random effects ud and random slopes nid; i ¼ 1; 2, were simulated for each domain from

multinormal distribution with variances VarðudÞ ¼ 1, VarðnidÞ ¼ 0:125 and correlations

Corrðud; nidÞ ¼ 20:5; Corrðv1d; n2dÞ ¼ 0. The error term 1 was generated from N(0,100).

Values of the y-variable were simulated as

yk ¼ 1þ ð1þ n1dÞx1k þ ð1þ n2dÞx2k þ ud þ 1k: ð7Þ

Correlations of the variables in the population were: corrð y; x1Þ ¼ 0:44, corrð y; x2Þ ¼

0:45 and corrðx1; x2Þ < 0. Domain means of the y-variable were approximately equal, but

the totals differed considerably (the means of domain totals were 50,977 for minor

domains, 131,776 for medium domains and 263,979 for major domains).
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The population size was one million elements and the sample size was n ¼ 10; 000.

K ¼ 1; 000 independent pPS samples were drawn. The following assisting models

(groups A, B, and C) were considered:

A-models:

A1 : Yk ¼ b0d þ b2x2k þ 1k; k [ U

A2 : Yk ¼ b0 þ ud þ b2x2k þ 1k; k [ U

B-models:

B1 : Yk ¼ b0d þ b1x1k þ 1k; k [ U

B2 : Yk ¼ b0 þ ud þ b1x1k þ 1k; k [ U

C-models:

C1 : Yk ¼ b0d þ b1x1k þ b2x2k þ 1k; k [ U

C2 : Yk ¼ b0 þ ud þ b1x1k þ b2x2k þ 1k; k [ U

In A-models, we used the auxiliary variable x2, which was independent of the sampling

design. In B-models we used the pPS size variable x1. Both x1 and x2 were included

in C-models. Note that with respect to the population-generating model (7), all Models A

to C are mis-specified.

In Models A1, B1, and C1, the domain differences were accounted for by domain-

specific fixed effects b0d, and in A2, B2, and C2, by domain-specific intercepts b0 þ ud,

composed of a common fixed intercept effect b0 and a domain-specific random effect ud.

The design weights ak ¼ 1=pk were incorporated in the estimation procedures of model

parameters. In fixed-effects models, WLS estimation was used. In mixed models, the

design weights were included in an REMLmethod introduced in Saei and Chambers (2004)

by modifying matrix products of X, y, the Zmatrix whose columns are domain indicators,

and e, the vector of residuals. For example, the sample-basedX
0

sXs in the original algorithm

was replaced by X
0

sWXs, whereW is the diagonal matrix of design weights. X
0

sWXs is an

estimate of the corresponding product X
0

UXU defined in the population.

Table 1. Average relative root mean squared error RRMSE (%) of GREG estimators of domain totals for minor,

medium-sized and major domains of the generated population, for different assisting models (adapted from

Lehtonen and Veijanen 2009)

Average RRMSE (%)

Domain size class

Model Estimtor
Minor
(20–69)

Medium
(70–119)

Major
(120 þ )

A1 Yk ¼ b0d þ b2x2k þ 1k GREG 18.3 10.7 7.7
A2 Yk ¼ b0 þ ud þ b2x2k þ 1k MGREG 18.0 10.6 7.7
B1 Yk ¼ b0d þ b1x1k þ 1k GREG 17.5 10.3 7.5
B2 Yk ¼ b0 þ ud þ b1x1k þ 1k MGREG 17.3 10.2 7.5
C1 Yk ¼ b0d þ b1x1k þ b2x2k þ 1k GREG 15.3 8.8 6.5
C2 Yk ¼ b0 þ ud þ b1x1k þ b2x2k þ 1k MGREG 15.1 8.7 6.5
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The GREG estimators of domain totals td ¼
P

k[Ud
yk were of the form

t̂dGREG ¼
P

k[Ud
ŷk þ

P
k[sd

akð yk 2 ŷkÞ, where ŷk are fitted values generated by the

model. In GREG estimators with fixed-effects assisting models, ŷk ¼ x
0

kB̂, and in MGREG

estimators with mixed-type assisting models, ŷk ¼ x
0

kB̂þ ûd; k [ U; d ¼ 1; : : : ;D.

Table 1 summarizes the results for accuracy, measured by the average RRMSE over a

domain sample size class (the design bias of estimators remained negligible for all model

formulations, therefore ARB figures are not shown). In all model groups, a mixed model

formulation yielded slightly better results than a fixed model formulation. The auxiliary

variable x2 (which was unrelated to the sampling design) was included in A-type models

and the pPS size variable x1 was included in B-type models. Accuracy improved with

incorporation of x1 in B-type assisting models. Both variables were included in C-type

models. The C-type estimators outperformed the A-type and B-type estimators. Best

accuracy was obtained for the C-models. Thus the inclusion of the pPS size variable x1 in

B-type and C-type assisting models appears powerful in this case.

For GREG estimators using B-type and C-type assisting models, the variable x1 has a

part to play both in the pPS sampling design and in the estimation design. Accuracy can be

improved with a model that properly accounts for the properties of the sampling design,

facilitating “double-use” of the auxiliary information. The example indicates that under an

unequal probability sampling design, the parametrization of the assisting model (fixed-

effects or mixed model) and the choice of the x-variables in the model for the GREG

family estimator do matter.

4. Discussion

We have demonstrated empirically that the extended family of GREG estimators can offer

a flexible tool for estimation for domains. It appeared possible to gain in accuracy with a

GREG estimator that is assisted by a mixed model, as compared to a GREG estimator

whose assisting model is of fixed-effects type. This holds for small domains in particular.

The difference in accuracy between the GREG estimators vanished with an increase in the

domain sample size.

Incorporation of the sampling design information into a GREG estimation procedure,

involving “double-use” of auxiliary information, appeared to be beneficial with respect to

accuracy. This holds for both fixed-effects and mixed model formulation.

A precondition for specifying GLMM-based assisting models for GREG estimation is

the availability of unit-level auxiliary information for estimation purposes. Many

countries, both in the European Union and in the rest of Europe, are progressing in the

development of reliable population registers that can be accessed for statistical purposes.

Obviously, access to micro-merged register and survey data provides great flexibility for

the development of methods for domain estimation and in the domain estimation practice.
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